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Hello brothers and sisters. I am a Christian who prays to God often. Lately I have been struggling with a problem that I have with unconscious porn. I don't watch often enough the day turns into night (thankfully), but viewing is still a sexual sin in my eyes, even unconsciously. I had recently seen a video on youtube about Pastor John about whether sexual sin makes someone distasteful (You should watch it.
Amazing Pastor John is, I'll post the link if it's acceptable), which really made me think about my porn viewing and whether I've made myself distasteful. I'm scared. I prayed to God to forgive me and help me overcome my desires, but I'm not sure if it's good enough. I do a good job of avoiding watching porn so far, but I'm afraid I'm slipping again and making repentance impossible. Some advice would be
really appreciative. Ask me that I will overcome my lust and sexual sin. Here is a link to the video: 2 50 comments Hi guys! I'm trying to make a new website, so I tried to find a way, like facebook did to make the pictures unsaveable so people can't be stolen from their photos. All help will be apprechiated! You can only really do it to the extent that average people can't save the image. Even if you did some
sort of buried in flash stuff, you could still just use the snipping tool. Also since when has facebook unsaveable pictures? not possible, you can always make a screenshot (even with a digital camera) Last edited: May 13, 2011 Put watermarks everywhere. In addition, they are stored in the browser cache. Things like flash can fix it, but as the boss said: screenshot. Most websites only go so far as to disable
right-click via JavaScript. If people want pictures bad enough though, there are many ways to get it (eg disable scripting, see source of URL, or print screen). As others said, Flash and Silverlight make it considerably harder, but still relatively easy to rip the image - just not the original. I usually can get the picture, I mean for people who are noobs who just use facebook and don't know anything else Heheh, I
remember a few places that tried to do it for me. The only tool you need is ca.cache. You can try JQuery (simplified Javascript frames) and apply the same class to all the images and add the event listener, where right click on them will pop a message instead of letting them save? But... People can still steal the image using the old fashioned, tried and true method of printscreen and cut =/ Edit: works like
the common method is already specified, the only hope is that you install a trojan for their computers that wipes the cache every time they download but still doesn't stop the printscreen and it's illegal. Highlighted Jul 16, 2018 0 Jul 16, 2018 0 0 Jul 17, 2018 0 /t5/acrobat/i-need-to-find-a-way-to-make-my-pdf-unsaveable-with-a-dialogue-box-attached/m-p/10037416#M214189 Website Templates Forums &gt;
Support &gt; General &gt; Discussion in 'General' started by Morie, 19 Feb. (You must log in or sign up to respond here). Website Templates Forums &gt; Support &gt; General &gt; I've been trying to find a way to display an image on a web page, but make sure the user wont be able to save what anyone knows anything about? About?
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